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Abstract

In this work, we address the NER problem
by splitting it into two logical sub-tasks: (1)
Span Detection which simply extracts mention
spans of entities, irrespective of entity type;
(2) Span Classification which classifies the
spans into their entity types. Further, we for-
mulate both sub-tasks as question-answering
(QA) problems and produce two leaner mod-
els which can be optimized separately for
each sub-task. Experiments with four cross-
domain datasets demonstrate that this two-step
approach is both effective and time efficient.
Our system, SplitNER outperforms baselines
on OntoNotes5.0, WNUT17 and a cybersecu-
rity dataset and gives on-par performance on
BioNLP13CG. In all cases, it achieves a signifi-
cant reduction in training time compared to its
QA baseline counterpart. The effectiveness of
our system stems from fine-tuning the BERT
model twice, separately for span detection and
classification. The source code can be found at
github.com/c3sr/split-ner.

1 Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER) is a founda-

tional task for a variety of applications like ques-
tion answering and machine translation (Li et al.,
2020a). Traditionally, NER has been seen as a
sequence labeling task where a model is trained
to classify each token of a sequence to a prede-
fined class (Carreras et al., 2002, 2003; Chiu and
Nichols, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy,
2016; Devlin et al., 2019; Wan et al., 2022).

Recently, there has been a new trend of formulat-
ing NER as span prediction problem (Stratos, 2017;
Li et al., 2020b; Jiang et al., 2020; Ouchi et al.,
2020; Fu et al., 2021), where a model is trained to
jointly perform span boundary detection and multi-
class classification over the spans. Another trend
is to formulate NER as a question answering (QA)
task (Li et al., 2020b), where the model is given a
sentence and a query corresponding to each entity

type. The model is trained to understand the query
and extracts mentions of the entity type as answers.
While these new frameworks have shown improved
results, both approaches suffer from a high com-
putational cost: span-based NER systems consider
all possible spans (i.e., n2 (quadratic) spans for a
sentence with n tokens) and the QA-based system
multiplies each input sequence by the number of
entity types resulting in N×T input sequences for
N sentences and T entity types.

In this work, we borrow the effectiveness of
span-based and QA-based techniques and make
it more efficient by breaking (splitting up) the NER
task into a two-step pipeline of classification tasks.
In essence, our overall approach comes under the
span-based NER paradigm, and each sub-task is
formulated as a QA task inspired by the higher
accuracy offered by the QA framework. The first
step, Span Detection performs token-level classi-
fication to extract mention spans from text, irre-
spective of entity type and the second step, Span
Classification classifies the extracted spans into
their corresponding entity type, thus completing
the NER task. Unlike other span-based NER tech-
niques which are quadratic in terms of sequence
length, our Span Detection process is linear. Com-
pared to other QA-based techniques which query
for all entity types in each sentence, our Span Clas-
sification queries each sentence only once for each
entity mention in the sentence. This makes it highly
efficient for datasets with large number of entity
types like OntoNotes5.0.

2 Method

Figure 1 illustrates how our two-step SplitNER
system works. Span Detection Model is entity-
agnostic and identifies all mention spans irrespec-
tive of entity type. The extracted spans are passed
to Span Classification Model which reanalyses
them in the sentence structure and classifies them
into an entity type. Both models use BERT-
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Figure 1: SplitNER System Overview. Span Detection Model identities two mention spans (Emily and United
States) from the input (“Emily lives in United States"), and Span Classification Model assigns each span to their
entity type.

base as their underlying architecture and are de-
signed as QA tasks. Hence, moving forward,
we may sometimes explicitly call our system as
SplitNER(QA-QA) to distinguish it from other vari-
ants we experiment with.

2.1 Span Detection
Given a sentence S as a n-length sequence of

tokens, S = ⟨w1, w2 . . . wn⟩, the goal is to output
a list of spans ⟨s, e⟩, where s, e ∈ [1, n] are start
and end indices of a mention. We formulate this
as a QA task classifying each token using BIOE
scheme1. Since the goal is to detect spans irrespec-
tive of their entity type, we use a generic question,
“Extract important entity spans from the following
text”, prefixed with input sentence (see Figure 1)2.

A well-known problem in pipeline systems is
error propagation. Inaccurate mention boundaries
will lead to incorrect entity type classification. We
observed that such boundary detection errors hap-
pen mostly for domain-specific terms which occur
rarely and do not have a good semantic represen-
tation in the underlying BERT model. However,
these domain specific terms often share patterns at
character-level (e.g., chemical formulas). Thus we
add character sequences and intrinsic orthographic
patterns as additional features along with the BERT
embeddings. The character and pattern features are
shown to produce better word representations (Car-
reras et al., 2002; Limsopatham and Collier, 2016;
Boukkouri et al., 2020; Lange et al., 2021).

Character Sequence Feature To learn character-
level representation of each token, we use five one-
dimensional CNNs with kernel sizes from 1 to 5,
each having 16 filters and 50 input channels. Each

1All experiments in this paper use BIOE scheme but the
approach is generalizable to other schemes like BIOES.

2Other similar question texts / no question text also gives
similar results as shown in ablation study in Appendix A.

token output from WordPiece Tokenizer is fed to
the five CNN models simultaneously, which pro-
duce a 50-dimensional embedding for each char-
acter. These are max-pooled and the outputs from
the CNNs are concatenated and passed through
a linear layer with ReLU activation to get a 768-
dimensional character-level representation of the
token. Figure 2a shows the process.

Orthographic Pattern Feature To capture the
intrinsic orthographic patterns (or word shapes) of
entity mentions at the sub-word level, we map all
uppercase tokens to a single character, U, all low-
ercase tokens to L, all digit tokens to D. If a token
contains a mix of uppercase, lowercase and digits,
we map each lowercase character to l, uppercase
to u and digit to d. Special characters are retained
and BERT’s special tokens, “[CLS]” and “[SEP]”,
are mapped to C and S respectively.

We use 3 CNNs with the same setup as char-
acter sequence with kernel sizes of 1 to 3. Note
that a contextual learning layer is needed to cap-
ture patterns in mentions spanning multiple tokens.
Thus, we pass the pattern-level embeddings for
all tokens to a bidirectional LSTM with 256 hid-
den dimensions as shown in Figure 2b. Finally,
the character and pattern features are concatenated
with the BERT output for the token and fed to a
final classifier layer as shown in Figure 3.

2.2 Span Classification
Given a sentence S = ⟨w1, w2 . . . wn⟩ and a

span ⟨s, e⟩, this step determines the entity type for
the span. Existing QA-based NER methods take
the target entity type as the question (e.g., “Where
is person?) and return the corresponding mentions
in the sentence. On the contrary, our model takes
a mention as the question (e.g., “What is Emily?)
and outputs its entity type.

During training, we create a training sample for
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(a) Character Sequence Feature Learning (b) Orthographic Feature Learning

Figure 2: Architecture for Character and Pattern Feature Learning

Figure 3: Token-level Schematic Model for Span Detec-
tion Model

each labeled entity mention in a sentence. During
inference, the model gets the mention spans from
Span Detection Model as its input. An input sample
is created by appending the mention span text as

“What is [mention]?" to the input sentence (see top
diagrams in Figure 1 for example). This is fed to a
BERT model and the pooled sequence embedding
is fed to a fully connected layer and converted into
a probability distribution over the entity types.

3 Experimental Results

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
in terms of performance and latency.

3.1 Datasets
Table 1 shows our datasets, including three pub-

lic benchmark datasets, BioNLP13CG (Pyysalo
et al., 2015), OntoNotes5.0 (Weischedel et al.,
2013), and WNUT17 (Derczynski et al., 2017), and
a private dataset3 (CTIReports) from the cyberse-
curity domain which contains news articles and
technical reports related to malware and security
threats. These datasets cover not only the tradi-
tional whole-word entities like PERSON but also

3The dataset curation procedure, entity types and their
distribution is described in detail in Appendix C.

entity types with non-word mentions (e.g., chemi-
cal formulas) and very long mentions (e.g., URLs).

Dataset Type Density Train Dev Test

BioNLP13CG 16 3.59 3, 033 1, 003 1, 906
CTIReports 8 0.63 38, 721 6, 322 9, 837

OntoNotes5.0 18 1.36 59, 924 8, 528 8, 262
WNUT17 6 0.68 3, 394 1, 009 1, 287

Table 1: Dataset Summary. Type and Density show num-
ber of entity types and average number of mentions per
sentence. Train, Dev, Test show number of sentences.

3.2 Experimental Setup
We implement our baselines and our pro-

posed system, SplitNER in pytorch using
transformers (Wolf et al., 2019). All mod-
els are trained on Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs and
use BERT-base architecture. We use pretrained
RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) backbone for
all experiments with OntoNotes5.0 corpus follow-
ing Ye et al. (2022); Zhu and Li (2022) and use
SciBERT-scivocab-uncased (Beltagy et al., 2019)
for BioNLP13CG since this dataset has chemical
formulas and scientific entities4. For WNUT175

and CTIReports, we use BERT-base-uncased (De-
vlin et al., 2019). Note that our model is a general
two-step NER framework which has the perfor-
mance benefits of QA-based and span-based ap-
proaches with efficiency. It can work with any
BERT-based pretrained backbones.

The training data is randomly shuffled, and
a batch size of 16 is used with post-padding.
The maximum sequence length is set to 512 for

4We also experimented with BioBERT(Lee et al., 2020)
(dmis-lab/biobert-base-cased-v1.1) which gives similar
trends. But SciBERT outperforms in our experiments.

5BERTweet(Nguyen and Vu, 2020) model can also be used
for WNUT17. We expect it to give same trends with even better
performance figures.
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Model BioNLP13CG CTIReports OntoNotes5.0 WNUT17

SplitNER(QA-QA) 86.75 74.96 90.86 57.25
SplitNER(QANoCharPattern-QA) 86.70 74.05 90.58 56.24

SplitNER(SeqTag-QA) 86.08 73.84 90.30 56.10

Single(QA) 86.68 71.70 89.02 43.45
Single(SeqTag) 87.08 72.36 88.64 44.97

Table 2: NER Performance Comparison (mention-level F1). SplitNER(QA-QA) is our proposed method.

Model BioNLP13CG CTIReports OntoNotes5.0 WNUT17

Train Inf. Train Inf. Train Inf. Train Inf.

SplitNER(QA-QA) 241.2 57.7 1,455.7 120.0 3,007.8 183.0 122.9 26.0
Single(QA) 1,372.8 323.3 8,771.0 551.6 73,818.4 2,227.8 568.2 91.2

Single(SeqTag) 102.2 25.2 6,425.9 86.4 9,181.1 105.0 101.3 18.6

Table 3: Comparison of training and inference (Inf.) latency in seconds.

OntoNotes5.06 and to 256 for all other datasets.
For model optimization, we use cross entropy loss
for span detection and dice loss(Li et al., 2020c) for
span classification. All other training parameters
are set to defaults in transformers.

3.3 Performance Evaluation

We compare our method SplitNER(QA-QA)
with the following baselines and variants. (1)
Single(SeqTag): The standard single-model se-
quence tagging NER setup which classifies each
token using BIOE scheme. (2) Single(QA): The
standard single-model QA-based setup which
prefixes input sentences with a question de-
scribing the target entity type (e.g., Where
is the person mentioned in the text?); (3)
SplitNER(SeqTag-QA): A variant of our model
which uses sequence tagging for span detection
with our QA-based Span Classification Model;
(4) SplitNER(QANoCharPattern-QA): This model
is the same as our method but without the additional
character and pattern features. All other baselines
use character and pattern features for fair compari-
son. We trained all models with 5 random seeds and
report the mean mention-level Micro-F1 score in
Table 2. As can be seen, SplitNER(QA-QA) outper-
forms all baselines on three cross-domain datasets
and gives comparable results on BioNLP13CG. We
present further ablation studies on individual com-
ponents of our system in Appendix A and a quali-
tative study in Appendix B.

6Sentences in OntoNotes5.0 are found to be longer and
with maximum sequence length set to 256, lots of sentences
get truncated. Hence we select a larger limit of 512.

3.4 Latency Evaluation
We compare the latency of our method,

SplitNER(QA-QA) and the two single-model NER
methods. Table 3 shows the training and inference
times. Training time is measured for one epoch
and averaged over 10 runs. For a fair comparison,
we report the training latency for our system as
the sum of span detection and classification even
though they can be trained in parallel.

The results show that, compared to Single(QA),
our method is 5 to 25 times faster for training
and about 5 times faster for inference, and it is
especially beneficial for large datasets with many
entity types. Compared to Single(SeqTag), our
method is slightly slower but achieves much bet-
ter F1 scores (Table 2). These results validate
SplitNER(QA-QA)’s effectiveness in achieving the
balance between performance and time efficiency.

4 Related Work

In recent years, deep learning has been increas-
ingly applied for NER (Torfi et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020a), a popular architecture being CNN-LSTM-
CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Xu et al., 2021) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). Li et al. (2020b,c) pro-
pose a QA-based setup for NER using one model
for both span detection and classification. Li et al.
(2020b); Jiang et al. (2020); Ouchi et al. (2020); Fu
et al. (2021); Zhu and Li (2022) perform NER as a
span prediction task. However, they enumerate all
possible spans in a sentence leading to quadratic
complexity w.r.t. sentence length. Our model does
a token-level classification and hence is linear.

Xu et al. (2021) propose a Syn-LSTM setup
leveraging dependency tree structure with pre-
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trained BERT embeddings for NER. Yan et al.
(2021) propose a generative framework leverag-
ing BART (Lewis et al., 2020) for NER. Yu et al.
(2020) propose a biaffine model utilizing pretrained
BERT and FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) em-
beddings along with character-level CNN setup
over a Bi-LSTM architecture. All of these models
report good performance on OntoNotes5.0, how-
ever, using BERT-large architecture. Nguyen and
Vu (2020) propose the BERTweet model by train-
ing BERT on a corpus of English tweets and re-
port good performance on WNUT17. Wang et al.
(2021) leverage external knowledge and a cooper-
ative learning setup. On BioNLP13CG, Crichton
et al. (2017) report 78.90 F1 in a multi-task learn-
ing setup and Neumann et al. (2019) report 77.60
using the SciSpacy system. SplitNER(QA-QA) out-
performs both of these by a large margin.

5 Conclusion

Using the QA-framework for both span detection
and span classification, we show that this division
of labor is not only effective but also significantly
efficient through experiments on multiple cross-
domain datasets. Through this work, we open up
the possibility of breaking down other complex
NLP tasks into smaller sub-tasks and fine-tuning
large pretrained language models for each task.

Limitations

Our proposed approach requires to train two in-
dependent classification models. While the mod-
els can be trained in parallel, this requires larger
GPU memory. For the experiments, we trained
two BERT-base models, which have around 220M
trainable parameters when trained in parallel. This
requires almost twice the GPU memory compared
to a single BERT-base NER model, having around
110M trainable parameters.

Owing to a pipeline-based structure, the overall
performance of our system is upper bounded by the
performance of Span Detection Model which has
lots of potential for improvement. On dev set, we
find that around 30% of errors for OntoNotes5.0
and BioNLP13CG, and around 22% errors on
WNUT17 are just due to minor boundary detec-
tion issues. Their entity types are being detected
correctly. We henceforth encourage the research
community to design architectures or new training
objectives to detect mention boundaries more ef-
fectively. Currently, in our Span Detection Model,

all entity mentions are grouped into a single class.
As a potential future work, we expect to get even
better performance by a hierarchical extension of
our setup. At the top level, we can detect men-
tions belonging to some crude categories and grad-
ually break them down into more fine-grained cate-
gories.
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A Performance Ablations
Here, we study the individual components of

our system, SplitNER(QA-QA) in detail. First, we
investigate the effectiveness of the additional char-
acter and pattern features for span detection. As
we can see from Table 4, the character and pat-
tern features improve the NER performance for all
datasets.

We also study the effect of the character and pat-
tern features separately. Table 5 shows this ablation
study on the BioNLP13CG dataset. As we can see,
adding the character feature or the pattern feature

alone makes a small change in the performance. In-
terestingly, the character feature helps with recall,
while the pattern features improves precision, and,
thus, adding them together improves both precision
and recall. However, adding part-of-speech (POS)
in addition to the character and pattern features
shows little impact on the performance.

Next, we compare dice loss and cross-entropy
loss for their effectiveness in handling the class
imbalance issue in span classification. As shown in
Table 6, dice loss works better for imbalanced data
confirming the results found in Li et al. (2020c).

Finally, we experimented with different ques-
tion sentences in Span Detection Model to check if
BERT is giving any importance to the query part.
As shown in Table 7, different queries do have a
minor impact but as expected, the model mostly
learns not to focus on the query part as can be seen
by the comparable results with <empty> query.

A.1 Discussions
From the results of the experiments described

in Section 3 together with the ablation studies, we
make the following observations:

• As shown in Table 2, SplitNER(QA-QA)
outperforms both the sequence tagging
and QA-based baselines on three cross-
domain datasets and performs on-par on
BioNLP13CG.

• The division of labor allows each model to
be optimized for its own sub-task. Adding
character and pattern features improves the
accuracy of Span Detection Model (Table 4).
However, adding these same features in Span
Classification Model was found to deterio-
rate the performance. Similarly, dice loss
improves the performance for Span Classi-
fication Model (Table 6), but no such impact
was observed for Span Detection Model.

• Span detection using the QA setting is slightly
more effective than the sequence tagging setup
as done in SplitNER(SeqTag-QA) (Table 2).

• Our model has more representative power than
the baseline approaches, because it leverages
two BERT models, each working on their own
sub-tasks.

• It also leverages the QA framework much
more efficiently than the standard single-
model QA system (Table 3). The margin of
improvement is more pronounced when the
data size and number of entity types increase.
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Span Detection
Features

BioNLP13CG CTIReports OntoNotes5.0 WNUT17

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

+CharPattern 91.43 90.70 91.06 80.59 77.21 78.86 92.17 92.83 92.50 73.38 44.25 55.21
-CharPattern 90.31 91.03 90.67 79.65 77.77 78.70 91.96 92.79 92.37 72.63 44.06 54.85

Table 4: Span Detection Model performance with and without character and pattern features.

Features P R F1

Base Model 90.31 91.03 90.67
+Char 89.85 91.45 90.64
+Pattern 91.29 90.22 90.75
+Char+Pattern 91.43 90.70 91.06
+Char+Pattern+POS 91.14 90.64 90.89

Table 5: Span Detection Model performance for
BioNLP13CG with different feature sets. Base Model
does not use character and pattern features.

Dataset Dice Loss Cross Entropy Loss

BioNLP13CG 94.27 94.04
CyberThreats 87.84 87.58
OntoNotes5.0 96.74 96.50

WNUT17 73.40 73.31

Table 6: Span classification performance comparison

Question Type F1

Extract important entity spans from the following text. 90.67
Where is the entity mentioned in the text? 90.38
Find named entities in the following text. 90.32
<empty> 90.48

Table 7: Span Detection Model performance for
BioNLP13CG using different questions. <empty> de-
notes an empty question sentence. All experiments were
done using Base Model in Table 5.

• The training time for our model in Table 3
considers Span Detection Model and Span
Classification Model being trained sequen-
tially. However, the two components can be
trained in parallel, reducing the overall train
time significantly. The sequential execution is
necessary only at inference time.

• WNUT17 has a diverse range of rare and
emerging entities crudely categorized into 6
entity types. A single-model NER system
may get confused and try to learn sub-optimal
entity-specific extraction rules. Our task seg-
regation allows Span Detection Model to form
generalized extraction rules which is found to
be more effective as shown in Table 2.

• As a sidenote, all the models built in this
work outperform the previously published ap-

proaches on BioNLP13CG (Table 2), thus set-
ting new state-of-the-art results. The credit
goes to the SciBERT model and the additional
character and pattern features.

B Qualitative Analysis

Table 8 shows some sample predictions by our
method, SplitNER(QA-QA) and compares them
with our single-model NER baseline, Single(QA).
From the results, we observe that:

• SplitNER(QA-QA) is better in detecting
emerging entities and out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) terms (e.g., movie titles and soft-
wares). This can be attributed to Span De-
tection Model being stronger in generalizing
and sharing entity extraction rules across mul-
tiple entity types.

• Single(QA) gets confused when entities have
special symbols within them (e.g., hyphens
and commas). Our character and orthographic
pattern features help handle such cases well.

• Single(QA) model develops a bias towards
more common entity types (e.g., PER-
SON) and misclassifies rare entity men-
tions when they occur in a similar context.
SplitNER(QA-QA) handles such cases well
thanks to the dedicated Span Classification
Model using dice loss.

C CTIReports Dataset

The CTIReports dataset is curated from a collec-
tion of 967 documents which include cybersecurity
news articles and white papers published online
by reputable companies and domain knowledge
experts. These documents usually provide deep
analysis on a certain malware, a hacking group or
a newly discovered vulnerability (like a bug in soft-
ware that can be exploited). The documents were
published between 2016 and 2018. We split the
dataset into the train, development, and test sets as
shown in Table 9.

A team of cybersecurity domain experts labeled
the dataset for the following 8 entity types. These
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Category Example Sentence

General
Detection

CVS selling their own version of ...
CVS selling their own version of ...

Emerging
Entities

Rogue One create a plot hole in Return of the Jedi
Rogue One create a plot hole in Return of the Jedi

Scientific
Terms

Treating EU - 6 with anti-survivin antisense ...
Treating EU - 6 with anti-survivin antisense ...

Boundary Hotel Housekeepers Needed in Spring , TX ...
Hotel Housekeepers Needed in Spring , TX ...

OOV
Terms

Store SQL database credentials in a webserver
Store SQL database credentials in a webserver

Entity
Type

Why do so many kids in Digimon wear gloves?
Why do so many kids in Digimon wear gloves?

Table 8: Qualitative comparison of SplitNER(QA-QA)
and Single(QA) systems. For each category, the first
line shows the result of Single(QA), and the second
line shows the result of SplitNER(QA-QA). The words
in italics are the entity mentions extracted by the sys-
tems color-coded as ORG, CREATIVE WORK, GENE,
LOCATION and PRODUCT.

types were selected based on the STIX (Structured
Threat Information Expression) schema which is
used to exchange cyber threat intelligence. For
more detailed information about the 8 types, please
refer the STIX documentation7.

• CAMPAIGN: Names of cyber campaigns that
describe a set of malicious activities or attacks
over a period of time.

• COURSE OF ACTION: Tools or actions to
take in response to cyber attacks.

• EXPLOIT TARGET: Vulnerabilities that are
targeted for exploitation.

• IDENTITY: Individuals, groups or organiza-
tions.

• INDICATOR: Objects that are used to detect
suspicious or malicious cyber activity such as
domain name, IP address and file names.

• MALWARE: Names of malicious codes used
in cyber crimes.

• RESOURCE: Tools that are used in cyber at-
tacks.

• THREAT ACTOR: Individuals or groups that
commit cyber crimes.

Table 10 and Table 11 show the statistics of the
entity types in the corpus and some sample men-
tions of these types respectively.

7https://stixproject.github.io/releases/1.2

Train Test Dev Total

# documents 667 133 167 967
# sentences 38,721 9,837 6,322 54,880
# tokens 465,826 119,613 92,788 678,227

Table 9: Summary of the CTIReports corpus showing
the number of documents, sentences and tokens in each
dataset.

Entity Type Train Dev Test

CAMPAIGN 247 27 85
COURSE OF ACTION 1,938 779 329

EXPLOIT TARGET 5,839 1,412 1,282
IDENTITY 6,175 1,262 1,692

INDICATOR 3,718 1,071 886
MALWARE 4,252 776 1,027
RESOURCE 438 91 114

THREAT ACTOR 755 91 144

Table 10: The number of mentions for each entity type
in the train, development and test sets

Entity Type Examples

CAMPAIGN
“Operation Pawn Storm”, “The Mask”
“MiniDuke”, “Woolen-Goldfish”
“Ke3chang”

COURSE
OF

ACTION

“Trojan.Poweliks Removal Tool”
“HPSBHF03535”, “TDSSKiller”
“cd chktrust -i FixTool.exe”
“http://www.ubuntu.com/usn/usn-2428-1”
“Initial Rapid Release version June 15,
2015 revision 02”

EXPLOIT
TARGET

“CVE-2015-8431”, “Adobe Flash Player”
”Ubuntu”, “Windows”, “CGI.pm”
“version 20.0.0.306 and earlier”

IDENTITY “Symantec”, “Jon DiMaggio”, “Belgium”
“Kaspersky Lab”, “RSA”

INDICATOR
“C:\WINDOWS\assembly\GAC_MSIL”
“hxxp://deschatz-army.net”, “67.23.112.226”
“b4b483eb0d25fa3a9ec589eb11467ab8”

MALWARE

“ChewBacca”, “SONAR.AM.E.J!g13”
“Trojan.Poweliks”, “BlackHole”
“TDL3”, “LockyZeus”
“JS/TrojanDownloader.Nemucod”

RESOURCE
“IRC”, “Tor”, “DroidPlugin”, “Onion”
“PowerShell”, “Google Play”
“Free Pascal 2.7.1.”, “Teamviewer”

THREAT
ACTOR

“ProjectSauron”, “Strider”, “Ogundokun”
“APT28”, “APT 28”, “Fancy Bear”
“Pro_Mast3r”, “Equation Group”

Table 11: Sample entity mentions for each type in the
CTIReports corpus
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